
HARD WIRED

GOST gives you the power to know, wherever 
you are, that your boat is safe, secure, and ready 
to enjoy. Affordable, easy to install and simple to 
use, GOST is the perfect solution for connecting 
you with your boat.



DOOR / HATCH / ENG. COWLING 

| GDC-EXT-WGHD 

Is our standard door and hatch 

contact is used inside of the vessel. 

It is also used for the engine 

cowlings.

BEAM SENSOR | GNT-IBS-1 

Is an Infrared Beam Sensor designed to 

protect the exterior perimeter of the 

vessel. When the beam between the 

emitter and receiver broken the siren 

will alarm.

HIGH WATER SENSOR | GMM-HWS 

Includes the bracket and the float switch 

that will be installed in the bilge of the 

vessel slightly below the vessels factory 

installed high water sensor.

Mini Siren | GA-MINI-SIREN

GOST Acoustics mini water-

resistant super loud multi tone 

marine siren, 125db 20 watt. 

What’s Included

GOST | GNT-Evolution-IDP-SM-HW

WATER RESISTANT STROBE | GA-STROBE-WHITE 

Ultra small, self contained semi-hemispheric white LED 

lights. Surface or internal mount featuring 25 scan-lock 

flash patterns, including synchronize feature for 

alternating or synchronous flashing. 

GOST-UCU

REMOTE KEYFOB | GMM-KF2

Compact water-resistant design with backlight 

for buttons and auditory feedback for arming 

or disarming your security system. The 

KeyFob performs up to 6 different actions per 

remote control with a range of up to 150ft.



GOST | GNT-EVO-IDP-SM-HW | Wired Zones

12/24 VDC

GNT – IDP ANTENNA 

SIREN &  STROBE 

LTE GATEWAY / ETHERNET 

12/24 VDC

IDP Antenna

Siren Strobe

Internet Interface Optional

Wireless KeyFob

Wired Sensors ZONE

Hatch Z2 (NC)

Beam-Sensor Z3 (NC)

Eng. Cowling Z4 (NC)

High Water Z5 (NO)

ComBUS Four-Wire



The GOST NT-EVOLUTION IDP HARD WIRE 

Is a top-of-the-line globally capable wired 

security, monitoring and satellite tracking 

system designed specifically for the harsh 

marine environments.

Our next-generation GOST NT-Evolution IDP hard wired series provides you
with a rugged, marine-grade satellite relay unit with real-time position GPS
tracking & security alerts options easily accessible from any mobile device.



GOST | Has been honorably recognized by the 

U.S. Coast Guard for its ongoing assistance in Life-

threatening emergency vessel rescues & 

recoveries.

+1.954.565.9898 | sales@gost.com | www.gost.com
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